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Religion in America 1997

and buddhists in the united states other religious and spiritual movements and religion as an individual and
cultural problem for those interested in american and western religions

Religion in the Media Age 2006-11-22

looking at the everyday interaction of religion and media in our cultural lives hoover s new book is a fascinating
assessment of the state of modern religion recent years have produced a marked turn away from institutionalized
religions towards more autonomous individual forms of the search for spiritual meaning film television the music
industry and the internet are central to this process cutting through the monolithic assertions of world religions
and giving access to more diverse and fragmented ideals while the sheer volume and variety of information
travelling through global media changes modes of religious thought and commitment the human desire for
spirituality also invigorates popular culture itself recreating commodities film blockbusters world sport and
popular music as contexts for religious meanings drawing on research into household media consumption hoover
charts the way in which media and religion intermingle and collide in the cultural experience of media audiences
religion in the media age is essential reading for everyone interested in how today mass media relates to
contemporary religious and spiritual life

America, Religions and Religion 1992

clearly written in accessible language this text presents an introduction to religion in the united states by one
of the most influential young scholars in the field giving students the benefit of the author s extensive
scholarship and research

Why the Science and Religion Dialogue Matters 2006-10

each world faith tradition has its own distinctive relationship with science and the science religion dialogue
benefits from a greater awareness of what this relationship is in this book members of the international society
for science and religion issr offer international and multi faith perspectives on how new discoveries in science
are met with insights regarding spiritual realities the essays reflect the conviction that religion and science
each proceed best when they re pursued in dialogue with each other and also that our fragmented and divided world
would benefit more from a stronger dialogue between science and religion in part one george f r ellis john c
polkinghorne and holmes rolston iii each a templeton prize winner discuss their views on why the science and
religion dialogue matters they are joined in part two by distinguished theologians fraser watts and philip clayton
who place the dialogue in an international context john polkinghorne s inaugural address to the issr in 2002 is
also included in part three five members of the issr look at the distinctive relationships of their faiths to
science carl feit on judaism munawar anees on islam b v subbarayappa on hinduism trinh xuan thuan on buddhism heup
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young kim on asian christianity george ellis the recently elected second president of issr summarizes the
contributions of his colleagues ronald cole turner then concludes the book with a discussion of the future of the
science and religion dialogue

Religions in the Modern World 2002

this comprehensive guide offers an unrivalled introduction to recent work in the study of religion from the
religious traditions of asia and the west to new forms of religion and spirituality such as new age with an
historical introduction to each religion and detailed analysis of its place in the modern world religions in the
modern world is ideal for newcomers to the study of religion it incorporates case studies and anecdotes text
extracts chapter menus and end of chapter summaries glossaries and annotated further reading sections topics
covered include religion colonialism and postcolonialism religious nationalism women and religion religion and
globalization religion and authority the rise of new spiritualities

World Religions 101 (Revised Edition) 2013-01-01

many people search for spiritual meaning hope comfort and inner peace in their personal lives the most common path
to spirituality around the world is through religion although the variety of religions may seem endless many
similarities exist among the major religions of the world including the belief in one or more gods and the
honoring of rituals stories ceremonies codes of conduct and doctrines or sets of teachings in this well balanced
report respected authors margaret o hyde and emily g hyde take an honest look at religion in the lives of young
people this book explores the many different religions around the world from the ten most common religions
christianity islam hinduism buddhism sikhism judaism baha ism confucianism jainism and shintoism to modern
expressions of spirituality and more it also offers fascinating information on a field of research known as
neurotheology the study of the neurobiology of the brain and religion scientists are learning more about where in
the brain religious thoughts take place and what it means to be human

Religion in American Life 2008

three of the country s most eminent historians of religion offer here a superb overview that spans four centuries
illuminating the rich spiritual heritage central to nearly every event in our nation s history jon butler traces
the progress of religion in the colonies through the time of the american revolution covering all the religious
groups including native americans and african americans grant wacker continues the story with a fascinating look
at the religious landscape of 19th century america he focuses on the rapid growth of evangelical protestants and
their competition with catholicism and judaism randall balmer discusses the effects industrialization
modernization and secularization had on new and established religions providing a clear look into the kaleidoscope
of religious belief in modern day america
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The Politics of Religion in Indonesia 2011-05-13

indonesia is a remarkable case study for religious politics while not being a theocratic country it is not secular
either with the indonesian state officially defining what constitutes religion and every citizen needing to be
affiliated to one of them this book focuses on java and bali and the interesting comparison of two neighbouring
societies shaped by two different religions islam and hinduism the book examines the appropriation by the peoples
of java and bali of the idea of religion through a dialogic process of indigenization of universalist religions
and universalization of indigenous religions it looks at the tension that exists between proponents of local world
views and indigenous belief systems and those who deny those local traditions as qualifying as a religion this
tension plays a leading part in the construction of an indonesian religious identity recognized by the state the
book is of interest to students and scholars of southeast asia religious studies and the anthropology and
sociology of religion

The Role of Religion in History 2011-12-31

this comprehensive survey of religion and its profound effects on history provides a historical context for in
depth analysis of theological social and political themes in which religion plays a major role george walsh first
traces the rise and impact of primitive religions he looks at indian traditions including hinduism buddhism and
jainism and analyzes the semitic tradition of judaism and christianity and the evolving conception of a personal
god he discusses the history and chief doctrines of islam as well with its fundamental respect for desert tribal
values and its emphasis on both the authority of god and the brotherhood of believers walsh then compares judaism
and christianity he sees judaism as marked by a profound ambivalence between the values of tribal nomadic desert
life and the values of urban civilization individualism and collectivism judaism is this worldly but the christian
worldview is other wordly walsh closes with a timely discussion of the ethical political and economic teachings of
the judeo christian tradition focusing specifically on their differing attitudes toward sex reproduction and
marriage their basic views of mind and body and man s relation to god

World Religions in a Nutshell 2008

you are on cnn live the host leans across to you and asks what s the major difference between christianity and the
other major religions they are basically all the same aren t they millions are awaiting your reply do you know how
you would answer most of us are not as prepared as we should be for this all important task discover what almost
all religions have in common by trying to earn their way to heaven their followers are robed in works
righteousness learn how to gently remove that robe so those seeking eternal salvation can be clothed in the
righteousness that comes only through faith in jesus christ each religion is discussed according to it s basic
beliefs testimonies of its followers who turned to christ sample witnessing conversation
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The Roots of Religion 2014-12-28

the cognitive science of religion is a new discipline that looks at the roots of religious belief in the cognitive
architecture of the human mind the roots of religion deals with the philosophical and theological implications of
the cognitive science of religion which grounds religious belief in human cognitive structures religious belief is
natural in a way that even scientific thought is not does this new discipline support religious belief undermine
it or is it despite many claims perhaps eventually neutral this subject is of immense importance particularly
given the rise of the new atheism philosophers and theologians from north america uk and australia explore the
alleged conflict between truth claims and examine the roots of religion in human nature is it less natural to be
an atheist than to believe in god or gods on the other hand if we can explain theism psychologically have we
explained it away can it still claim any truth this book debates these and related issues

What is Religion? 2023-01-20

first published in 1953 what is religion provides an understanding of religious faith which embraces all of the
great and enduring religions in the process it strips off the irrelevant and inconsequential which every religion
accumulates in the course of time and gets in back of rigid formulations of faith to the primary experiences of
the single religious man through its detailed consideration of world faiths runs an appealing and consistent
philosophy of religion for everyman alban widgery s aim throughout is constructive with the purpose of showing
religion as supreme in life and of defending its beliefs against forms of antireligious thought he maintains that
the view he presents is more true of religion as it has been in history and also to the general conditions of
mankind this book is a must read for scholars and researchers of philosophy of religion and religion in general

Science and Religion, 1450–1900 2006-03-10

galileo newton darwin these giants are remembered for their great contributions to science often forgotten however
is the profound influence that christianity had on their lives and work this study explores the many ways in which
religion its ideas attitudes practices and institutions interacted with science from the beginnings of the
scientific revolution to the end of the nineteenth century both scientists and persons of faith sometimes
characterize the relationship between science and religion as confrontational historian richard g olson finds
instead that the interactions between science and religion in western christendom have been complex often mutually
supportive even transformative this book explores those interactions by focusing on a sequence of major religious
and intellectual movements from christian humanist efforts to turn science from a primarily contemplative exercise
to an activity aimed at improving the quality of human life to the widely varied christian responses to darwinian
ideas in both europe and north america during the second half of the nineteenth century
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Many Peoples, Many Faiths 2022

many peoples many faiths places the world s religions in historical context illustrating the complex dynamic of
each religion over time while also presenting current beliefs practices and group formations this unique textbook
includes engaging sections on women in religion religion and governance and religion in america throughout
thoroughly revised and updated for its eleventh edition many peoples many faiths covers the following topics
understanding the world s religious heritage indigenous peoples and religion the spiritual paths of india the
journey of buddhism religions of east asia the family of the three great monotheistic religions and zoroastrianism
the unique perspective of judaism the growth of christianity building the house of islam new religious movements
religion and violence non violence and peacemaking this edition reflects new scholarship and general interest and
where appropriate addresses rapidly developing and shifting areas taking account of the dynamic changing quality
of religion new and expanded material on indigenous peoples and religions discussions of colonization and the new
chapter on religion and violence non violence and peacemaking also distinguish this edition images maps and
timelines add to the sense of the richness of the world religions this is an ideal resource for anyone wanting an
accessible and yet comprehensive introduction to the world religions

Handbook of Religion and the Authority of Science 2010-11-19

the present collection examines the many different ways in which religions appeal to the authority of science the
result is a wide ranging and uniquely compelling study of how religions adapt their message to the challenges of
the contemporary world

Religion in Literature and Religion in Life 2012-01

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this
leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches
etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent accurately the original artefact
although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made
available for future generations to enjoy

Religion: The Basics 2008-05-12

from the local to the global level religion is more than ever an important and hotly debated part of modern life
in the twenty first century from silver rings to ringtones and from clubs to headscarves we often find the
cultural role and discussion of religion in unexpected ways now in its second edition religion the basics remains
the best introduction to religion and contemporary culture available the new edition has been fully revised and
updated and includes new discussions of the study of religion and culture in the twenty first century texts films
and rituals cognitive approaches to religion globalization and multiculturalism spirituality in the west popular
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religion with new case studies linking cultural theory to real world religious experience and practice and guides
to further reading religion the basics is an essential buy for students wanting to get to grips with this hotly
debated topic

Introduction to Religion in the English Novel 1999

this book studies the complex attitude of late ancient christians towards classical education in recent years the
different theoretical positions that can be found among the church fathers have received particular attention
their statements ranged from enthusiastic assimilation to outright rejection the latter sometimes masking implicit
adoption shifting attention away from such explicit statements this volume focuses on a series of lesser known
texts in order to study the impact of specific literary and social contexts on late ancient educational views and
practices by moving attention from statements to strategies this volume wishes to enrich our understanding of the
creative engagement with classical ideals of education the multi faceted approach adopted here illuminates the
close connection between specific educational purposes on the one hand and the possibilities and limitations
offered by specific genres and contexts on the other instead of seeing attitudes towards education in late antique
texts as applications of theoretical positions it reads them as complex negotiations between authorial intent the
limitations of genre and the context of performance

Education and Religion in Late Antique Christianity 2016-03-31

quite ambitious tracing religion in the united states from european colonization up to the 21st century the
writing is strong throughout publishers weekly starred review one can hardly do better than religion in american
life a good read especially for the uninitiated the initiated might also read it for its felicity of narrative and
the moments of illumination that fine scholars can inject even into stories we have all heard before read it
church history this new edition of religion in american life written by three of the country s most eminent
historians of religion offers a superb overview that spans four centuries illuminating the rich spiritual heritage
central to nearly every event in our nation s history beginning with the state of religious affairs in both the
old and new worlds on the eve of colonization and continuing through to the present the book covers all the major
american religious groups from protestants jews and catholics to muslims hindus mormons buddhists and new age
believers revised and updated the book includes expanded treatment of religion during the great depression of the
religious influences on the civil rights movement and of utopian groups in the 19th century and it now covers the
role of religion during the 2008 presidential election observing how completely religion has entered american
politics

The World Religions Speak on the Relevance of Religion in the Modern World
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2014-09-01

religion has been deeply embedded in the history and culture of the united states since its birth the last 20
years have seen a revival of religion which some have styled the fourth great awakening this latest turn to
religion has uncovered and sharply defined a cultural paradox that has been evident for some time large numbers of
americans are deeply religious in their personal lives yet american public life is largely empty of religious
content and often hostile to religion resulting in a fascinating and puzzling contradiction this contradiction
between secular public and religious private life is the focus of choosing the dream one consequence of the
conflict between public secularism and privatized religion has been deep frustration and alienation of religious
people from the institutions and processes of american public life creating at least the potential for religious
revolution given the historically pragmatic nature of american democracy however the authors argue that it is
likely that public life will adjust to the demands of those religious people and institutions who feel excluded
accommodating them to a legitimate role in public life gedicks and hendrix explain why and how this will happen
outlining new understandings of knowledge truth history and religion that will challenge believers and secularists
alike they contend that in the end the admission of religion as an equal participant in public life will bring
america closer to realizing its full potential as a nation this thoughtful and sophisticated academic work is
written in a language that will be accessible to general audiences as well

Religion in American Life 2011-10-06

religion in american today describes how sacred powers and secular religions have overtaken and infiltrated
christianity secular religion is now dominant in america it assumes the forms of personal religion and political
religion christianity makes its living within the confines of these secular religions the point of the book is to
identify the idolatry in what now passes for christianity technology and the political state are socially
constructed as sacred powers as such they are idols in its slumber christianity embraces technology and the
political state to the point of becoming subordinate to them concurrently technology and the political state give
rise to the dominant secular religions personal religion acts as a consumer service a psychological technique to
acquire health and happiness in this life political religion is a consequence of politics replacing religion in
the quest for collective meaning in a technological society political movements become religious revivals and
political parties churches this book is an attempt to awaken christians to the idols that beckon

Choosing the Dream 1991-07-30

a unique and informative survey of the global religious situation as we enter the new millennium through a
thematic and people oriented approach this book provides a valuable introduction to a variety of new religious
movements whether founded as offshoots of traditional religions or as a result of the interfaith movement and the
ways in which modern technology is spreading religions both new and old
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Religion in America Today 2021-11-09

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections
such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have
made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in
affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work

Religion in the Twenty-first Century 1999

this book draws together leaders in science the health sciences the humanities and the social sciences to
investigate the role of religion its meaning and relevance for their area of specialization it provides a much
needed fresh perspective on the way in which religion operates within the modern neo liberal world the book
approaches the topic by way of a critical engagement between religion broadly defined and the individual
disciplines in which each of the contributors is expert rather than simply taking the dogmatic position that
religion offers something to every possible discipline each of the chapters in this collection addresses the
question is there something that religion can offer to the discipline in question that is the value of the book it
takes a truly critical stance on the place of religion in contemporary society

Religious Life and Thought (1880) 2009-08-01

this four volume work provides a detailed multicultural survey of established as well as new american religions
and investigates the fascinating interactions between religion and ethnicity gender politics regionalism ethics
and popular culture this revised and expanded edition of religion and american cultures tradition diversity and
popular expression presents more than 140 essays that address contemporary spiritual practice and culture with a
historical perspective the entries cover virtually every religion in modern day america as well as the role of
religion in various aspects of u s culture readers will discover that americans aren t largely protestant catholic
or jewish anymore and that the number of popular religious identities is far greater than many would imagine and
although most americans believe in a higher power the fastest growing identity in the united states is the nones
those americans who elect none when asked about their religious identity thereby demonstrating how many
individuals see their spirituality as something not easily defined or categorized the first volume explores
america s multicultural communities and their religious practices covering the range of different religions among
anglo americans and euro americans as well as spirituality among latino african american native american and asian
american communities the second volume focuses on cultural aspects of religions addressing topics such as film
generation x public sacred spaces sexuality and new religious expressions the new third volume expands the range
of topics covered with in depth essays on additional topics such as interfaith families religion in prisons belief
in the paranormal and religion after september 11 2001 the fourth volume is devoted to complementary primary
source documents
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Religion Matters 2020-03-02

the object of the present work is mainly to serve as a text book for students of history of religions or
historical phenomenology of religion at the university level this book intended also for the use of those who wish
to become acquainted in a systematic and critical manner with the main themes of the history of religions and of
other persons who are either concerned in the education of youth or whose work it may be to present scientifically
accurate conclusions with regard to the various subjects of the history of religions there exist excellent text
books which treat of particular religions or which contain chapters on individual religions without studying them
comparatively or phenomenologically there are very few text books that attempt to present the main themes of the
history of religions in such a way as to explain the signification of the religious phenomena that are found in
various religions by means of the historical comparative method

Religion and American Cultures [4 volumes] 2014-12-17

an important concept that scholars have used to help understand the relationship between religion and the american
nation and polity has been civil religion a seminal article by robert bellah appeared just over fifty years ago a
multi disciplinary array of scholars in this volume assess the concept s origins history and continued usefulness
in a period of great political polarization considering whether there is hope for a unifying value and belief
system seems more important than ever

Phenomenology of Religion 1973

in this intriguing history james gilbert examines the confrontation between modern science and religion as these
disparate sometimes hostile modes of thought clashed in the arena of american culture beginning in 1925 with the
infamous scopes trial gilbert traces nearly forty years of competing attitudes toward science and religion anyone
seriously interested in the history of current controversies involving religion and science will find gilbert s
book invaluable peter j causton boston book review redeeming culture provides some fascinating background for
understanding the interactions of science and religion in the united states intriguing pictures of some of the
highlights in this cultural exchange george marsden nature a solid and entertaining account of the obstacles to
mutual understanding that science and religion are now warily overcoming catholic news service an always
fascinating look at the conversation between religion and science in america publishers weekly

Civil Religion Today 2021-10-26

at the end of the twentieth century religion seems to be ubiquitous in america its existence and influence are
especially apparent in our politics but its presence is most deeply felt in our personal lives and experience was
it always this way offering a rich selection of classic and recent scholarship religion in american history a
reader presents an extraordinary portrait of religion s fate across four centuries of the american experience its
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essays cover major issues in american history and religion detailing religion s purpose in american life and
examining many topics that are either ignored or minimized in similar books it addresses the decline and revival
of american indian religion women s powerful roles in american religion immigration assimilation and separation
and how they have contributed to the american religious experience political activism and religious bigotry it
also discusses catholics protestants and fundamentalism mormons and jews selected debates encourage readers to
test conflicting interpretations about religion s impact on american history and original documents trace religion
s influence on slavery race and politics from the colonial era to the late twentieth century divided into three
sections colonial era nineteenth century and twentieth century and featuring essays by prominent american
historians this volume serves as an excellent text for courses in american religion the history of religion and
religion and culture it is enhanced by helpful introductions to each essay and ample suggestions for further
reading uniquely comprehensive religion in american history a reader serves as a one volume tour through america s
tumultuous varied and often misunderstood religious past

Redeeming Culture 2008-04-15

more than a decade ago a group of researchers began to study the religious and spiritual lives of american
teenagers they tracked these young people over the course of a decade revisiting them periodically to check in on
the state and future of religion in america and reporting on their findings in a series of books beginning with
soul searching 2005 now with back pocket god this mammoth research project comes to its conclusion what have we
learned about the changing shape of religion in america back pocket god explores continuity and change among young
people from their teenage years through the latter stages of emerging adulthood melinda lundquist denton and
richard flory find that the story of young adult religion is one of an overall decline in commitment and
affiliation and in general a moving away from organized religion yet there is also a parallel trend in which a
small religiously committed group of emerging adults claim faith as an important fixture in their lives emerging
adults don t seem so much opposed to religion or to religious organizations at least in the abstract as they are
uninterested in religion at least as they have experienced it religion is like an app on the ubiquitous
smartphones in our back pockets readily accessible easy to control and useful but only for limited purposes denton
and flory show that some of the popular assumptions about young people and religion are not as clear as what many
people seem to believe the authors challenge the characterizations of religiously unaffiliated emerging adults
sometimes called religious nones as undercover atheists at the other end of the spectrum they question the
assumption that those who are not religious will return to religion once they marry and have children

Religion in Literature and Religion in Life 1901

since then his literary production of more than fifty books in four main genres novels short stories poetry and
critical essays has consistently and insightfully explored a wide range of religious issues the essays collected
here evaluate the religious dimension of updike s prodigious literary vision looking broadly at updike s
understanding of religion in ordinary human experience in the context of historic christianity and in contemporary
american culture book jacket
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The World's Living Religions 1939

as recently as a few decades ago most people would have described america as a predominantly protestant nation
today we are home to a colorful mix of religious faiths and practices from a resurgent catholic church and a
rapidly growing islam to all forms of buddhism and many other non christian religions how did this startling
transformation take place a great many factors contributed to this transformation writes amanda porterfield in
this engaging look at religion in contemporary america religious activism disillusionment with american culture
stemming from the vietnam war the influx of buddhist ideas a heightened consciousness of gender and the vastly
broadened awareness of non christian religions arising from the growth of religious studies programs all have
served to undermine protestant hegemony in the united states but the single most important factor says porterfield
was the very success of protestant ways of thinking emphasis on the individual s relationship with god tension
between spiritual life and religious institutions egalitarian ideas about spiritual life and belief in the
practical benefits of spirituality distrust of religious institutions for instance helped fuel a religious
counterculture the tendency to define spiritual truth against the dangers or inadequacies of the surrounding
culture and protestantism s pragmatic view of spirituality played into the tendency to see the main function of
religion as therapeutic for anyone interested in how and why the american religious landscape has been so
dramatically altered in the last forty years the transformation of religion in america offers a coherent and
persuasive analysis

Religion in American History 1998

this leading textbook for world religions is now available in a more concise version many of the features of
introduction to world religions are retained in this volume but with focus on the religious traditions themselves
the section on religions of antiquity has been removed and key content in each chapter streamlined to increase
accessibility for students in their study and research of the world s religious traditions known and valued for
its balanced approach this book offers an arresting layout with rich illustrations it continues to provide broad
coverage of diverse religions including indigenous religions hinduism buddhism jainism judaism christianity islam
sikhism and chinese korean and japanese religions the user friendly content is enhanced by charts of religious
festivals historic timelines updated maps of the world s religions and a useful glossary both historical overviews
and modern perspectives for each religion are included this edition includes several updates made to the new third
edition including a new design a new section on women and religion and a newly revised section on religions in
today s world

Back-Pocket God 2020-03-02

comparing averroes and hegel s positions on the relation between philosophy and religion this book explores the
theme of the authorities of faith and reason and the origin of truth in a medieval islamic and a modern christian
context respectively through an in depth analysis of averroes and hegel s parallel views on the nature of
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philosophical and religious discourse belo presents new insights into their perspectives on the relation between
philosophical knowledge and religious knowledge and the differences between philosophy and religion in addition
belo explores particular works which have not yet been studied by modern scholarship

John Updike and Religion 1999

this book brings together over 300 important readings on religion in modern times offering a new framework and
language for making sense of religion today

The Transformation of American Religion : The Story of a Late-Twentieth-
Century Awakening 2001-04-05

A Short Introduction to World Religions 2018-07-01

Averroes and Hegel on Philosophy and Religion 2013-11-28

Religion in Modern Times 2000-04-07
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